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CiemsonHas Clemson Gives Companies Be- The Clemson Tigers Down The
Exhibits at Fair To Relief Fund gin Basketball Gamecocks in Twentieth
Large Part of the Steel Building Oc- Good Ideal is Set Up—Other Col- Machine Gun Co. and "C" Co. Wincupied by Clemson College and
ners of First Day—Much Interest
leges and Universities Will
Extension Service.
Being Shown.
Probably Follow Example.
The College exhibits created a very
favorable impression among the visitors at the State Fair in Columbia.
The Clemson displays were of a dual
nature—one was from the college
proper, and was operated by the cadets; while the other repersented
the various departments of the Ex.
tension Service. Both exhibits were
well planned, and gave a general idea
as to what Clemson was undertaking.
The booth representing the scholastic department of the college was
located in a very desirable position
near the front center of the Steel
Building. This was under the charge
of Prof. McSwain with Prof. Harris
Prof. Rhodes and Prof. Conradi assisting.
The most attractive feature of the
whole Clemson array was the radio,
a small broadcasting station was
erected at one end of the booth, and
concerts were given at the far end
of the floor. The complete radio
set was constructed at the college
and the programs were good and
clearly presented. The cadets who
were with this part
of the exhibit had quite a time explaining to
the numerous flappers just how a
radio worked anyhow.
The Textile Department was represented by
a machine which tested the strength
of yarn and lessons were given in
designing and in the dyeing of cloth.
The Mechanical Engineers operated
a gas engine that would show anything a person could think of. The
Civil boys created cement, or rather
their machine tested the strength of
this material.
Some of the boys
on this exhibit have wonderfully
strong heads and attracted a great
deal of comment among the fairer
sex. Messrs. Hartley and Ballentine
are ready to give any desired information—on cement.
Some of the other boys showed
how to make wonderful mechanical
drawings and others would fool
around just as they do in the wood
shop and in the fonudry. Next came
the military exhibit. Captain Durfee
with his two able assistants con.
structed a small miniature likeness
of Clemson on the sand table. All
of the roads and buildings were
placed in their proper places and on
the proper contours. This work
was an excellent portrayal of the
college estates. It was a center of
atraction among all of the visitors.
Singley and Dyches took great pleasure in showing everyone around;
and "Lonie B" thought he had made
himself a home, when he found out
she was a Russian and didn't know a
word of English. Pepper, Driggers,
and Gambrell posed as bug experts
and described every bug in the kingdom.
"Bird Dog" Mills ran a "Boll Weevil and Bee Motion Picture" until
everyone could see it from memory.
The Agronomy, Botany, and Bacteriology Divisions carried on numerous experiments just as they are
performed by cadets in their labora.
tory work. Dr.
Brackett would
have been delighted to have seen his
students performing their work In
such a serious, business-like manner.
One of the little girls liked to see
the prety colors chanee, and the
exhibitors were detailed in their
explanations. The Horticultural exhibit showed a model farm on which
nothing was grown but fruit and
(Continued on page 3)

When called upon to contribute
to the Near East Relief Fund, the
Clemson student
body responded
nobly. Not all of the students and
members of the faculty have been
seen as yet, but liberal contributions and pledges have been received from all. Still the students
were not satisfied, for they knew
that much money is
.needed to
carry on ths relief work Accordingly, when President W. M. Riggs
told of the pressing need for the
money, the student body unanimously voted that ten per cent of
Clemson's proceeds from the Carolina-Clemson football game in Columbia be given for
this work.
Bach student is a member
of the
1
Clemson College Athletic Association and is entitled to a vote. This
then was a gift from the Cadet
Corps to the starving people in the
Near East, and a generous offering
too, for the Association does not always have ample funds. It is hoped
that other colleges and universities
will follow Clemson's example in
this matter. If this is carried out
by others it is evident that funds
for Near East Relief will be materially increased.
Articles relating
to this gift are given below:
Telegram Announcing
Clemson's Gift.
R J. Cuddihy,
Member
Special
Committee, Near East Relief,
care the Literary Digest,
New
York, N. Y.
Clemson college, the agricultural
and mechanical college of South
Carolina, plays its most important
football game with the University
of South Carolina at the state fair
in Columbia Thursday. By unanimous vote the student body has
recommended to the athletic council
and the athletic council has accepted the recommendation that onetenth of our share of the gate receipts be given in answer to your
appeal for the Near East relief. We
realize that our contribution will
not be a great amount, but it is our
hope that other colleges will give in
like or greater measure.
American football receipts every
week probably total more than $5,000 000 we can not believe that
there is a single college in America
which if appealed to would be unwilling to give out of , this great
public contribution to athletics a
generous proportion to the starving
women and children in the Near
East
Our check will be mailed
vou as soon after the game Thursday as a financial settlement can
be had.
W. M. Riggs, President.

Last Monday four teams were able
to get in action for the first day's
play. "C" Company succeeded in defeating "F" company by the score
of 12 to 8. Machine Gun Co. took
"L" Company's number to the tune
of a 4-2 victory. All teams were
well supplied with men and many
were gien an opportunity to show
their stuff.
Judging by the number of men
that turned out last Monday evening it can be readily seen that there
will be a hot race for the championship. These company games have
in the past developed many varsity
men. More men have a chance to
show what they can do with a basketball. So let every man in every
company go out and help win the
rag for his company.
The following schedule has been
aranged for this week:
Monday.
F. vs. C
4:30
L. vs. M. G
4:45
Tuesday.
B. vs. M
4:30
G. vs. D
4:45
Wednesday.
A vs. 1
4:30
E. vs. H
4:45
K. vs. Band and Staff.
Thursday.
L. vs. C
4:30
I. vs. M. G.
:
;• 4:45
Friday. •
M. vs. G
7:00
B: VS. D
7:15
A. vs. H
7:45
8:30
E. vs. 1
CAPTAIN

LEE
SERIOUSLY

INJURED

As the Tiger goes to press the
corps is saddened by the announcement of the serious injuries sustained by Captain Henry W. Lee of
the military department yesterday.
Captain Lee, accompanied by Messrs.
Rudolph Logan, Wade Woodward and
F. R. Ryan was motoring to Ander.
ion Tuesday afternoon when in an
eTort to avoid striking a buggy he
skidded into a large tree by the
roadside. The car was completely
demolished and Captain Lee and Rudolph Logan were the only occupants who were seriously hurt. Today in the dining hall the corps voted to send a floral tribute to their
injured officer and all of the stuloV.s deeply regret the accident ana
'T~e expressed a sincere desire that
he may enjoy an early recovery.
Mr. Logan is expected to leave the
hospital in a day or so.
Latest reports from the Anderson
hospital where Captain Lee is receives treatment are to the effect that
his condition is regarded as very seColumbia, S. C, Oct. 25, 1922. rious but hopes are still entertained
for his recovery.
W. M. Riggs, President,
Clemson College, S. C.
Your splendid offer to Near East
RIP MAJOR'S WOFFORD TERRelief support just heard from as RIERS invaded Tennessee, and were
I was out of town. As Near East repelled by Carson-Newman, the tally
Relief Chairman I wish to thank being 35-0.
vou and offer the service of our
State office in Columbia.
FURMAN entertained the Univer(Signed) A. F. Lever, Chairman.
New York, N. Y., Oct. 25, 1922. sity of Richmond on Manly Field,
and lost 13-0. The Spiders from
Richmond are coached by a former
W. M. Riggs, President,
Clemson mentor, Frank Dobson.
Clemson College, S. C.
Thanks for two telegrams. Idea
most excellent.
Discussed yesterERSKINE was unable to make a
day with Committee ,.
Archie successful invasion of North Caroli(Continued on page 3)
na, losing 10-0 to Elon in Charlotte.

Annual Football Classic
igers Outweighed But
Leave Field Triumphant
Once again the vicious Tiger
rushed from his lair among the foothills of the Bliue Ridge
and
trounced on the Gamecocks in their
annual classic at the State Fair.
Someone said that it couldn't be
done, but the Tigers were determined, and they did it. For the past
twenty years these two leaders in
South Carolina athletics have met
many times, and nearly as many
times the lads that weer clad in
Purple and Gold have come out victorious. With the memory of two
defeats fresh in their minds the Timers went to Columbia with the determination in their hearts that all
the stone wall lines in the country
couldn't keep them from scoring.
But it was Charlie Robinson's educated toe which, after one unsuccessful attempt, booted the oval
squarely through the bars while the
finders of three Craolina linesmen
fairly brushed the dust off the ball
But the mere score of three to
nothing falls far short of telling the
story of their battle to the death.
V in no way relates how the heroic
Tiser after being forced to retreat
before the smashing assaults of the
fast Carolina backs to
within 9
yards of their own goal, held like
a stone wall. It fails to show how
the Tiger pulled himself together
when he realized that to score over
the formidable Chicken line was impossible, and completely outwitted
his opponent. It gives no picture of
how the bare-headed "Bull" Lightsey and the padded up "Stonewall"'
Jackson smashed through the line
time after time to nail the Carolina
backs behind the line of scrimmage.
It says nothing of the cool quarterback who kept the opposing team
- uossing as to whether the next play
was coming. No the three to noth.
ing score can never tell how completely the Tiger out-fought and outwi*ted his opponent in every department of the game.
It was near the close of the last
period that Coach
Stewart's men
resorted to the air route which
' -i'~ht the bacon home. With a
15-yard penalty for the Gamecock
the ball was Clemson's well in their
opponent's territory. Two passes
netted nine yards and then Zeigler bucked it over for first down.
Robinson's next pass had no one on
the receiving end.
Then Dotterer
connected with a beauty which
-l«ced the ball on the 8-yard line.
Robinson dropped back for a field
T~-I i-nt the ball had no more than
left his toe when Chappelle rushed
through the line and blocked it.
Robinson recovered with a ten-yard
loss. Another forward pass counted 5 yards; then a line buck failed.
With the ball square in front of the
"•oal posts Robinson received a perfect pass from the center for his
second attempt at scoring. This
time the heavy Chicken line was not
fast enough to interfere and the
drive from Robbie's trusty toe sent
the oval midway between the goal

posts. Umpire Williams waved his
hands high in the air and the Tiger
supporters went wild with joy.
Twice in the first half the Tiger
came near scoring. Within throe
minutes after the game was called
Turnipseed drove the pigskin over
the goal line only to lose on a fumble. Then in the second period the
ball was brought to Carolina's threeyard line with two downs to go. A
short pass over the line just tipping
the end's fingers and the ball was
brought out to the 20-yard line.
To try to name the stars of the
game would be impossible without
naming the entire Tiger team for
they were one constellation of stars.
It cannot be said that any one nan
won the game for the invaders for
without complete harmony of the
entire team it would have been an
impossible task.
Here is what Carter Latimer of
the Piedmont thinks of the Tiger
team:
LIGHTSEY not only played his
own individual position, but when
a play was directed over the other
side of the line he was there with
his tigrine courage speed and fight
to block the drive. He paced from
end to end of the line, very much
like a beast of the jungle paces up
and down a steel cage. He would
cut thru like a giant blade and rush
the Carolina punter, and once he
blocked a kick.
Several times a
Carolina man all but got away for a
clear field, but Lightsey was there
to stop him. And this giant never
seemed to grow tired. He appeared
to be almost as fresh when the game
was over as he was ac the first
shrill whistle of the referee. Lightsey didn't play any one particular
place in the line. When Carolina
began to batter a certain position,
he would step into it. He showed
uncanny ability in
anticipating
plays.
"Fight, men, Fight!" was the
command Lightsey gave, and every
man always willing, gave their last
ounce. They fought clean, fearlessly and hard.
RHETT TURNIPSEED, the blond
hero of Clemson's victory over Presbyterian College, who pulled the
game out of the fire by his brilliant
generalship, again starred against
Carolina, as he had done against
Centre, Newberry and P. O. In generalship Clemson seemed to excel
Carolina, and generalship, played
an important part in the Tigers'
victory. Turnipseed anticipated the
move that he was to be watched
for his reputation as a dangerous
triple threat man is known thruout
the South now. He didn't resolve
to carry the ball himself, neither
did he try any of his sweeping end
runs for which he is famous. Instead, he kept a clear head and used
his keen and accurate right arm in
passing. Charlie Moran,
coach of
the Centre team, had said that he
had never seen a quarterback who
had any better use of his head,
hands and feet.
Turnipseed used
all three yesterday to advantage
To the spectator's eye, one of the
amazing features of the game was
Turnipseed's astounding success in
receiving punts. This trim lad, who
weighs less than 140 pounds, was
as slippery as an eel in worming his
(Continued on page 4)

on the Clemson colors in spite of
the tact that they were Columbians,
that the University was expected to
win by
two
touchdowns. How
could the Tiger team fail to win
Founded by the Class of '07.
when these fairest of Dixie's maidi'ul»li»ked weekly by the Corps of ens were supporting them on the
sidelines?
Here's to you, ColumC .'lots ef Clemson Colleee.
bia girls! Long may you wave!
Of*clal Organ of the Clemson Ath- We are back of you one thousand
iotic Association and the Clemson strong!
Alumal Assoelatloa.
THAT COLLEGE SPIRIT
Kabscrlptioii Rate*.
Nine Moaths (Weekly)
J1.50
Never before has any more spirit
Hx Moatks (Weekly)
l.M pervaded the Tiger Corps than now
reigns supreme in
each Tiger's
Entered as Second Cia.ua Matter at heart. Never before has a Clemson
he Post Office at Clemson College, football team received more loyal
support than is being accorded to
loutk Carolina.
the team of '22.
It is the right
spirit, the kind of spirit that really
H. A. WOODLE ED. and Bus. Mgr. means something and
stands for
J. M. BANKHEAD
Asst. Ed. something. It is the life of the footE. H. HALL
Associate Ed. ball team, and, in truth, the life
M. B. OLIVER
Associate Ed. not know the word "Can't". This;
the college—a spirit that does
J. McMAHAN
Athletic Ed of
is the spirit that, is triumphant in
E. G. PARKER „
_ Asso. Ath. Ed. defeat as well as in victory; the
A. B. FITZGERALD
As3. Ath. Ed spirit that cannot be downed.
B. C. LITTLEJOHN Alumni Editor Just what does this spirit stand for?
"Tigerism" really
J. E. CROSSLAND
Locals Just what does
P. M. ZEIGLER
Y and Lit. Soc. mean? "Tigerism" means just thie
T. R. VOGEL
Joke Ed. kind of spirit—this spirit that
stands for so much. A standard
Circulation Department
of good sportsmanship, a "Never
W. M. BALLENGER Circulation Mgr. Say Die" spirit, a high ideal, <a lastJ. E. ROSS,
Asso. Cir. Mgr. ing chivalry, a sterling honesty,—
H. B. DOMINICK _._ Asso. Circ. Mgr. these and many more factors enter
into the spirit of Tigerism. Staunch
REPORTERS* CLTTB
B. P. Robertson
,
'2 3 support of the Alma Mater is anJ. M. Dunlap
'2 3 other characteristic which pervades
G. J. S. Cappleman
'24 all Clemson men wherever they may
Are we doing everything in
J. E. King
'2 6 be.
W. W. Bryan
'2 6 our power to make Clemson bigger
Plowden, E. D
2 4 and greater in every way?
This brings up
another issue
P. L. Gambrell
'23
B. V. Martin
'2 6 which might well be spoken of at
(If there are any who think that the present time: How should colthey would like to join this club, see lege spirit expend itself? There was
not a single Tiger who was not reWoodle in room 358.)
joicing over Clemson's victory over
Carolina; there was not a person
EDITORIAL
in Tigertown who was not enthuWere the Tiger alumni at the siastic over the
outcome of the
game? They were.
game. The rafters of the old Chapel shook when news of the ClemDid the Gamecock lick the Tiger? son victory was wafted over the
Ask the world!
wires, and the bonfire which followed showed that the cadets apWe wonder why the Gamecocks preciated the effort which their
bought a coffin? They must have team had made—showed that ihey
thought that it was time to sign their appreciated the victory. Only one
thoughtless untoward event marred
last will and testament.
the celebration. A few cadets became so
enthusiastic
that they
Do the Clemson Tigers have loy- thoughtlessly placarded the score
al supporters in the city of Colum- in glaring paint on the Agricultural
bia
Ask anyone who happened to and Trustee Buildings. All underbe in Columbia during the State stand that this action was thoughtPair last week. Read this letter from less on the part of these cadets,
a Columbia Tiger:
that they were so exuberant they
"It certainly did our hearts good never stopped to think of the c< nto see the Tigers led by the peer- sequences of their act. But the
less 'Bull' tearing up and down the fact remains
that these cadets
field here this week, scattering the should learn to think in such inGamecocks right and left, until they stances, and should learn that such
had cleaned the field and carried the action is not the right sort .of way
old Bacon back to Clemson wher-y it to exhibit real college spirit. These
belongs. It seems that the Game- college buildings are an important
cocks have been crowing too much part of Clemson; they are owned
here lately, and they were begin- by every Clemson man; they are the
ning to disturb the slumbers of quite property of the State; they are the
a few of the old Tigers who hapof future Clemson men;
pen, from choice, to live in the vicin- inheritance
they are units in the college. It
ity where the Roosters are wont to is the duty of each and every cadet
Roost and Crow; so we had to bring at Clemson to see that these builda bunch of young Tigers down from ings are not mutilated, to see that
the Old Lair up in the hills and put they are kept in a condition that
a stop to such crowing. This was
well for the College and the
done to a Queen's taste, and so nobly speaks
student
The few who paintdid they all perform that we say ed thesebody.
buildings did not stop to
three cheers for each and every one
of them. The Old Spirit is working consider the fact that it is an imnow, and we predict that ere long possible task to remove paint from
the Tiger roar of victory will roar a brick building so that it will not
The scar always remains no
above all the others in the entire con- show.
matter what means may be resorted
ference.
to to remove all signs. The stuYours truly,
dent body does not condone such
A Tiger of 1900.
actions as taken by these few cadets and all hope that such a hapAlas, the State Pair is no more! pening will not be repeated. A numAgain the Tigers must settle down to ber of seniors set a splendid examwork. No more loving glances and ple when they endeavored to remove
tender smiles; no more tender good- all evidence of the painting from
nights. Oh, how sweet Freedom past- the buildings. This showed the
ed to the Tigers, but how the time sentiment of the Corps of Cadets
did fly. All of those who could at- in the matter. The college authortend were present in
Columbia ities agreed to forget the incident—
"When the Roll was Called Down ascribing it to the thoughtless enThere."
thusiasm of the cadets. However,
Perhaps, looking at the question any future such happening will be
from all sides, it was better that severely dealt with, as it is the only
the Tigers were not allowed to stay- possible course to be followed in
any longer than they were.
Things such matters. Let us help, fellows.
began to look serious for a number We want our college to appear to
of Tigertown men—in fact their fel- the best, so let's see that the collow students were beginning to fear lege buildings are not disfigured
that the Columbia preachers would in any way. Let us keep up that
be called upon a number of times. old Tiger spirit, but let us see that
With the Purple and Gold waving it is expressed in the right manner.
n triumph, and with June of '23 In other words, men, let's think belooming up ahead of the seniors, fore acting. We are all for the Tiit was to be expected that thoughts gers one hundred per cent strong—
would turn to the buying of furni- so we want to get behind and push
ture on the installment plan—and for all that we are worth.
such With the old Moon just beginning to show his face nightly, it
MAGNIFCENT FUNERAL
was no wonder that the Clemson
POSTPONED.
camp was deserted until the wee
small hours of the night. But the
In very rare instances and in
fact remains that the entire cowd
is back at the Old Tiger Lair with- widely separated localities, one reads
out a marriage certificate in their of the dead coming to life—even afpockets. Yet this does not mean ter the funeral arrangements have
that any were faint-hearted, for it been made, but the privilege of witseems that any number of Tigers nessing a spectacle of this kind is
instead of investing in a marriage confined to a very few. In fact, so
certificate secured an option on one. few and so rare are the instances
May the best luck attend all.
about which authentic information
Too much cannot be said In ^an be acquired that we are prone to
praise of the Columbia girls who be skeptical when we hear of it, and
were valiant supporters of the Pur- we probably wouldn't believe it this
ple and Gold. They bravely pinned time, if we hadn't sen with our own

The Tiger

eyes.
There was a certain Gamecock
which had long sought to conquer
the Tiger, and be it said in all justice
to this game Gamecock, he did sorely harass and annoy the old Tiger.
His sucess, however, proved his undoing because it was decided that,
at the next meeting he was to annihilate the Tiger. Like Brutus, the
Gamecock was going to carve him
into a dish fit for the Gods. .
Accordingly, a magnificent casket,
superbly decorated was procured,
and the Tiger was to have a glorious
funeral—a funeral that would be a
tribute to his valor, to his strategy,
to his tenacity. But alas when the
Tiger, like the lamb was being led
to the slaughter, one of his appendages became rejuvinated and the
only funeral that could have been
held would have had the Gamecock
as the principle.
And so it was that the Gamecock
folded its wings and retired, a glorious funeral was indefinitely postponed and the jovial hearts that
beat that night beat under the purple and gold.
Oh You Parade.
Down Main street, up Main street,
down Main street and up Main street
again! That was the program on
Thursday night October 26. Men,
women and children—young and old,
joined in the parade on Main street

in Columbia. It certainly must have man's Field, and when the match
sounded awful to the supporters of was applied to this pile, the Tigers
the Garnet and Black to tisar that really went wild. If it had been
refrain: "Oh, We Rode Carolina on possible to have had this buncn of
the Rail", everyone must have heard cadets on the sidelines during the
the racket. The Gamecocks pulled game, it is a problem as to just
a snake dance between the halves of what wonders the T_i&er team would
the game, but ask anyone if they took not have performed. Tlie entire stupart in a snake dance down Main. dent body will attend tbe Furman
It certainly did look pitiful to bee game on November 25, so .he citiso many handkerchiefs used when zens of Greenville will see what real
'he Clemson band started playing I pep the Cadet Corps of Clem-ja \y\*r.
the funeral march,
verily the old into its support.
doughty Gamecock was on his way
to his grave. And then the bugles
SINCE CLEMSON PLAYS TECH
sounded "Taps".
How doleful its this Saturday, it may be interesting
sad notes sounded to the Carolina ;o look over the Jackets' record to
supporters, and how it did warm the ! date.
So far they have played five
hearts of all the loyal Tigers. Th it
winning over three Southern
night will never be forgotten thotgh games,
teams, including the strong Alathe Gamecocks were to down the Ti- bama Crimson Tide, and losing two
ger again and again—which, by the inter-sectional contests with stroag
way, is an absolute impossibility. representatives of the East and West.
The Clemson Tiger reigned supreme
all over Columbia, and his roar filled The record is:
Tech 31. Oglethorpe 6.
even the remotest corners.
Tech 19.
Davidson 0.
A Real Outburst of Enthusiasm
Tech 33. Alabama 7.
When the wires bore the news to
Tech 0.
Navy 13.
Tigertown that the old rival, the
Tech 3. Notre Dame 13.
Gamecock, had met defeat at the
hands of "Doc" Stewarts Tigers, the Total points: Tech 86. Opponents 39
foothills could scarcely hold the juASIDE PROM THE CAROLINAbilant cadets. The rafters of the
Chapel shook in a manner which CLEMSON classic, the big game in
threatened that they might give the state was Presbyterian College
away at any moment; the cadets had vs. Citadel. Coach Walter Johnto find an outlet for their lealtngs. son's Bluestockings continued to
A large pile of variously collecr.d show their stuff by going to the "City
materials began to collect on Bow- by the Sea" and licking Citadel 9-0.
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star Overcoats
Lighter fabric colorings and this type model with
full swagger effect and belt is smartest
We emphasize the pleating style effects in our overcoats this fall;
also our fabrics of aii-wocl, durable weaves that wear and give satisfaction; die better tailoring L apparent. We guarantee our clothes.
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Editorial in "Greenville Daily
TO
BELIEF FUND News", October 26, 1922.
(continued from first page)
Sharing' With the Near East.
The decision of the Clemson ColRoosevelt will take up today with lege student body and athletic counall colleges having football matches. cil to give a tenth of its share of
In Child Feeding Fund nineteen the receipts from the football game
twenty idea was used but in a differ- today is one of the most commendable and admirable actions taken by
ent way.
an educational institution in this
(Signed) R. J. Cuddihy.
section in many months.
The example is one worthy of the
Editorial Spartanburg Herald, Oct. consideration of all other colleges
whose football games draw large
26, 1922:
throngs. If this example were folClemson's Idea Should Spread.
lowed generally throughout the
Clemson College's decision to con- country, a very considerable sum
tribute one-tenth of its share of the of money would be contributed to
gate receipts of the Carolina-Clem- the Near East relief that would
son football game in Columbia to- doubtless be the means of saving
day, to the Near East Relief Fund, hundreds of lives and relieving
suggests a means for greatly aug- thousands of agonizing hardships.
Of course there is no implication
menting that fund in the South during the next few weeks. Should oth- that the college athletic organizaer colleges adopt the idea a substan- tions receive more money than they
tial amount would be realized for can economically use from these
games, for such is not the case.
a worthy cause.
After paying the various expenses
of the games and other expenses
Editorial "The State'', Columbia, that arise during the conduct of an
October 26, 1922.
CLEMSON

Where He Got Off
She: When a man who bores me
terribly asks me where I live I alOld, But Still True.
Plunk, and the class flunks with ways say in the suburbs.
He: How clever! And where do
you; pass, and you pass alone.
you really live?
She: In the suburbs—Selected.
Soph, to Rat) : "Take this coat to
the pressing cub and tell them to
A prize is offered for the best slotake that spot off the back and press
gan to stimulate travel. "Cheeze it;
it.
the cops."—Selected .
Cows in the pasture,
Pigs in the pen,
After the Hop.
I'm gonna start chasing chickens,
"Tonight he told me that I had a
'Cause I'm tired of my hen.
face like a poem."
"Blank verse, I take it."—Selected.
Lieut. Peeples (in daily report of
the Officer of the Day). The Seneca
I've got a sweetheart,
operator was called at 5:15 P. M. and
She sure is sweet.
found to be in good condition.
All she can say is,
"When do we eat?"
Rat (to the O. D.) : What time
—-Selected.
does post number three walk?
My wife saved my life last night.
In 1922
How's that?
I saw a pedestrian on the campus
She thew the rolling-pin at me and
yesterday.
missed me.—Selected.
What!
A live one?
My girl is so ignorant she thinks
So beautiful she seemed to me,
a football coach has four wheels.—
I would that we were wed,
Selected.
Her throat was just like ivory,
And likewise was her head.
Where can a man buy a cap for his
knee,
In fancy I can see her now,
Or a key for a lock of his hair?
Why did we ever part?
Can his eye be called an academy,
Her brow was like a drift of snow,
Because there are pupils there?
And likewise was her heart.
—Selected.
In the crown of his head, what gems
are set?
The Mistress: "Really, Mary, you
Who travels the bride of his nose?
are wearing very pretty stockings.
Can he use, when shingling, the roof
The Maid: "Don't be uneasy; I got
of his mouth
these at my last situation."
The nails on the end of his toes?
By DICK

I)*

"Fatty" Jackson (to Heyward What does he raise from the slip of
Howard, who is engaged in taking
his tongue?
a shower): Is there any hot water
Who plays the drums of his ears?
tonight, Heyward?
And who can tell the cut and style
H. H.: No, not much.
Of the coat his stomach wears
"Fatty": I guess I'll have to wait
until next Saturday night then.
Can the crook of his elbow be sent
to jail?
And if so, what did he do?
I once knew a gnu who knew too
other gnus but still that's nothing How does he sharpen his shoulder
blades?
new.
I'll be hanged if I know, do you?
—Selected.
Lesson in English
"You see a beautiful girl walking
Johnny: "Papa what do you call
down the street. She is, of course, a man that runs an auto?''
feminine. If she is singular, you are
Papa: "It depends upon how near
nominative. You walk across to her
changing to verbal and then become he comes to hitting you."—Selected.
dative. If she is not objective, you
become plural. You walk home to- CLEMSON HAS EXHIBgether. Her mother is accusative
ITS AT FAIR
and you become imperative.
You
walk in and sit down. Her little
brother is an indefinite article. You
(Continued from page 1)
talk of the future. She changes to
the objective. You kiss her and she truck. Demonstrations were also
becomes masculine. Her father be- given in the pruning of grapes.
But every cadet should have seen
comes present, things are tense and
"Rip" Sanders, "Stumpy" Banks, P.
you become the past participle."
G. Plexico, and that "cute little boy"
Johnny Dunlap work in their little
The Weary Senior Weepeth His
model creamery. They tested their
Sadness.
milk by well known principles laid
I studied once—'twas long, long ago, down by Dr. Babcock. Then they
And then I ceased for a while!
would separate it and churn—They
The movies and dances were beckon- did appear so domestic turning their
churn so peacefully. But they were
ing so!
And I went to each with a smile; so disappointed when no one even
But those furrows of gladness
had manners enough to taste their
butter.
Made grooves of grim madness
They tell us that Ralph Coarsey,
As the shade of dim sadness
O'er shadowed my swift fleeing dip! Wiley Conder and "Dingbat" Youmans became champion milkers durThe profs kept on flunking—
ing their stay and "Sec" Willis can
My craft they were junking,
calibrate any grain drill on the marAnd I fifty miles from my ship!
ket. His policy is to let it calibrate
The beacon is blinking,
My Scow's sinking, sinking!
itself.
I'm the butt of a jest of harsh
Mr. McSwain says he couldn't get
anybody to work for the scores of
Fate!
Columbia damsels who
flocked
So study my son
around to see the exhibits and it
From the time you>'ve begun,
was a strange sight to see how rapIf the dip's to be won!
Or you'll find your craft junked,
idly work could begin when a professor came in sight.
too late!
—Exchange.
Seriously, the exhibits were very
good and gave a good idea of the
many branches of work that is be.
Tactics.
ing taught at Clemson. The cadets
carried on their work regularly and
Johnny hated movies
enjoyed every minute of their time.
But Mary would go out;
The Extension exhibits were elaborSo after dinner she would try
ate and showed serious thought in
A Mary Pickford pout.
preparation.
These
displays ex:It worked.
tended over one whole side of the
length of the steel building. A perWhen they went out to parties
son passing through the building
Johnny wouldn't dance
could not help becoming impressed
Till Mary very calmly tried
by Clemson and her great work.
A Connie Talmadge glance.
The cadets stayed in tents and
It worked.
Mr. Harcomb sent along one of his
cooks and everyone enjoyed the diet.
But when fair Mary tried to vamp
Such an outing was beneficial to all
The other boys too
who went and they feel that they
With Gloria Swanson poses
have derived some practical good
Johnny said that he was thru.
from the trip, but now the Fair is
It 'worked.
over and we must get to work.
—w
—Selected.

GIVES

Olemson's Generous Offer.
Clemson's tender to the Near Eas.
Relief of a ten per cent donation
from its share of the receipts from
the Carolina-Clemson game today
is generous and
the suggestion
which Clemson at the same time advances—that other colleges throughout the country devote to the same
good cause a portion of their income from the remaining games of
the football season—is timely and
practical.
Clemson's plan is the more meritorious because unhappily the American people, though their hearts are
wrung and their indignation stirred
by the persecutions of ethnic minorities in the Near East, find their
government impotent to intervene
effectually; so that American pity
can express itself only in terms of
shelter, food and medicines. The
extent of the distress, increasing
as winter with its rainy season
draws on; the numbers of inno.
cent women and children involved,
and the manifold aspects of suffering imposed, make special appeal to
college men and it is not to be
doubted that the Clemson plan, given the necessary publicity, will be
widely welcomed.

aggressive football campaign, many
of them have little, if any, money
left. Their donation to the Near
East fund, therefore, of a portion
of receipts would be a real sacrifice, and so recognized by the general public.
HERB COVINGTON, who exhibited his wares on Riggs' Field Sept.
30, drop-kicked six field goals against
the University of Louisville, and the
Colonels won 32-7. All six of thece
were kicked from a distance of 30
to 4 0 yards from the goal. This
number is one less than the previous record for field goals in one
game.
V. M. I.'s FLYING CADETS used
the passing method to defeat North
Carolina State 14-0.
FOR THE FIRST TIME IN HISTORY Kentucky defeated Sewanee.
The'score was 7-0.
EASTERN DOPE was upset when
Heisman's Pennsylvania team licked
the Navy 13-7.
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I P S E DlXIT
and GALILEO
There was much learning but
little real knowledge in Galileo's
time (1564-1642). Aristotle was
swallowed in bad Latin translations. Ipsedixit. No one checked
him by what seemed vulgar,
coarse experiment.
Galileo fought against the
dead hand of tradition. He did
not argue about Aristotle, but
put him to the test. Aristotle led
his readers to believe that of two
bodies the heavier will fall the
faster. Galileo simply climbed
to the top of the Leaning Tower
of Pisa and dropped two unequal weights. The "best people" were horrified; they even
refused to believe the result—
that the weights reached the
ground in equal times.
"Look at the world, and experiment, experiment," cried
Galileo.
The biggest man in the 16th

century was not Galileo in popular estimation, but Suleiman
the Magnificent, the Ottoman
Emperor, who swept tlirough
Eastern Europe with fire and
sword and almost captured
Vienna. Where is his magnificence now?
Galileo gave us science —
established the paramount
right. of experimental evidence.
Suleiman did little to help the
world.
Hardly an experiment is made
in modern science, which does
not apply Galileo's results.
When, for instance, the physicists in the Research Laboratories
of the General Electric Company
study the motions of electrons
inrarified atmospheres, or experiment to heighten the efficiency
of generators and motors, they
follow Galileo's example and
substitute facts for beliefs.

G e n e r al 111 Ele eft r ic
r

enera, 1 0 ice

Company

Sch c n e c t a dy, N.Y.
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GEORGIA took Oglethorpe's measCarolina 0.
ure Friday, 26-6.
Oglethorpe is
Second Period.
playing in hard luck this season, hav.
Carolina's ball on her own one(Continued from page 1).
ing lost five straight games since
yard line. Snipes punted from bethe season opened. The Petrels have
way thru the broken held. The hind his own goal line to Clemson's
gone down before Tech, Alabama, Seminute he would stop a punt, a Car- 30-yard line. Clesmon penalized 15
wanee, Furman and Georgia in the
olina tackier waited to spring upon yards for holding. Rhame went in
order named.
him, but Turnipseed, with a myste- for Holland. Robinson punted 42
rious shift of his body and legs, yards to Snipes who was downed in
would dodge the assailant, and start his tracks. Clemson's line was a
again, only to be encountered by an- stonewall and
Snipes punted 40
other tackier. Again he would stop yards to Robinson who returned 10
in his tracks, shift and twist his to his own 2 5-yard line. Clemson
body just enough to graze the out- punted to Parler on his own 35-yard
stretched arms on the Carolina line, and he returned five. Parler's
tacklers.
As many as four men leg was hurt in the tackle and Fulton
dived at him on one of his spectac- took his place at quarter. Rhame,
ular returns, and he eluded at least Sizemore and Snipes failed and
WE HAVE
a half dozen Carolina men. As he "Bull" Lightsey blocked Snipes efzigzagged his way down the field, fort to punt but Snipes recovered.
some time behind interferers and Carolina's ball on her own 40.yard
DOPE FROM THE GRID
sometime alone, spectators gasped line. A pass punted to Turnipseed
for breath. Twice it appeared he on his own 10-yard line and he reBY GENE
was loose for a touchdown.
turned 15 yards. One line buck failClemson College, S. C.
Clemson's return of punts during ed and a forward pass, Turnipseed
UNDER THE BLAZING SUN of
Nov. 2, 1922.
the game measured 90 yards, while to Zeigler for 5 8 yards grounded
Carolina's returns totalled 39.
but was given to Clemson for Caro- late Autumn and in full view of ten Mr. Sol Metzger, coach
of
spectators the
Before the game one could hear lina's interference.
University of S. C.
u
Clemson's ball thousand anxious
the sinister report that Turnipseed on Carolina's 26-yard line. Harmon Clemson Tigers performed the imposColumbia, S. C.
Loose Leaf Note Books
wouldn't last long. That he could't made first down. Turnipseed lost sible when they stopped the powerful Dere Sol,
Far be it from me to add to yure
stand the gaff. That he would be 10 yards on an end run and then drive of the Carolina Gamecocks, at
sent to the showers early. But this passed 22 yards to Robinson. Clem- the annual State Fair classic last present state of ignomy by the time
Lef ax Note Books
boy with a master football mind son's ball on Carolina's 3-yard line. Thursday. Before the game they said honored "I told you so" but you no,.
stayed until the last few minutes of Ambs went in for Fulton.
Caro- that Clemson could not weather the Sol, it remanes a fact that I did
Note Book Fillers
the play, and he was relieved then lina's line held twice and Turnip- storm, that Carolina was too much warn you 2 look out for these Tigers
for
the
Tigers,
but
those
who
were
by choice of Clemson's coaches seed tried a forward pass to Webb but
when they hit Columbia Recent deClemson Jewelry
who pulled magnificent strategy in it grounded. Carolina's ball in play there learned that pre-game dope velopments wood seem '2 indicate
trying to throw Carolina off guard. on her 20-yard line. Snipes punted does not win football games. They that the advise witch I give you was
GILLY DOTTERER, a cyclone 45 yards line. Edmonds replaced saw a team, properly rated, accord- nothing but the low down on the
Pennants
who has blown off the seacoast from Chappelle for Carolina at left tackle. ing to past performance, as two aforementioned question Wile I sit
touchdowns
superior
to
the
Tigers.
the College of Charleston, and is Two
Clemson
forward passes
in the famous College Chapel last
Pillow Covers
another brainy quarterback of the grounded but the next one Turnip- They saw this team hurl their great Thurs. and lissen 2 the reports come
powerful
backs
against
a
solid
wall
wig thinking all of the time
Clemson team, was sent in to re- seed to Webb made eight. TurnipStationery
place Turnipseed, after the Tigers seed punted behind Carolina's goal of humanity which gave not an inch about the warning I had give you and
had reached striking distance of goal and the half ended.
Clemson 0; in the strenuous moments. They saw wundering if you had took t. And
a handsome youth, wearing the Pur- when Capt Roderick who was acting
by the forward passing game.
Carolina 0.
Fountain Pens
ple and Gold, drop back to the en- in the capacity of announcer, reDotterer uncorked
a puzzling
Third Quarter.
emy's
15-yard
line
and
boot
the
pigpass which had the desired effect as
marked with a smile that one CharThird period:
Holland replaced
Cameras
planned by the Clemson coaches. Rhame and Chappelle replaced Ed- skin fairly between the up-rights for lie Robinson had sent your hopes inRobinson received the ball in punt monds for Carolina. Clemson thus the first and only score of the game. to smithereens by virtue of his
Photographic Supplies
formation and then started with the far had made no substitutions. Turmighty toe, I wundered what wood
Statistics claim that Carolina
become of you All over the audience
ball as if to circle and end. While nipseed kicked off for Clemson 50
outgained the Tigers.
They
running at full speed he flipped yards to Snipes who returned 30
I cood here sihs of simpathy wich
Norris Candies
show that the Gamecocks led iu
the oval to a Clemson runner back yards.
the fellows was sending up in your
Ambs, Holland and Snipes
in first downs and yards gained.
of Carolina's line. Both were mov- made 11 yards and first down, and
behalf It must have been a bitter
Eversharp Pencils
But there is a law, unwritten,
ing at break-neck speed toward the then repeated.
• ill for you to set on a bench and
Carolina's ball on
yet none the less inevitable,
lidelines.
It was a beautiful pass, Clemson's 33 yard line. The Ambssee your much vaunted Gamecocks
which says that football games
perfectly executed and placed the Holland-Snipes trio repeated thru
have their proud plumage stripped
are won, not by the team making
ball on Carolina's own ten yard line. Clemson's line and then again the
from them and scattered to the winds
the most first downs or gaining
Zeigler failed off left tackle and combination repeating
by a bunch of farmers and blackeach time.
the most yards but by those elevDotterer also failed at the same hole. The decisions were so close the linessmiths who as some of he newspapers
en men who fight hardest and
Robinson dropped back and at. man had to measure them each time.
say, ought not to be allowed to play
who withstand the enemy's ontempted a field goal by drop-kick- Ambs and Holland running in rofootball nohow. The Columbia newsslaughts when their gain would
ing. Chappell blocked it, but Rob- tation got another measured first
papers said that you are the greatmean defeat.
est coach in the south
Now, Sol,
inson pounced down upon the ball down on the fourth play. Ambs
I don't want to detract one bit of
with the agility of a cat. Another fumbled but recovered, losing ten
NAPOLEON
BONAPARTE,
the
-'lory from yure proud reputation but
pass, Robinson to Dotterer was good yards. Ambs tried again and failed.
for 6 yards. Dotterer failed at left A forward pass Ambs to Snipes was greatest general of all tme, once said when these papers was saying this
tackle. Robinson dropped back to knocked down by Wray and it was that Prov-dence sided with the heavi hev forgot to consult sum of the
the 20 yard line. He received a Clemson's ball on her own ten-yard iest battalion. Napoleon met his Wa- football experts on this question.
perfect pass from Harvey at cen- line. Turnipseed punted 50 yards terloo. Ten thousand people saw the \mong these experts is Walter Camp,
ter.
He seemed to steady himself out of bounds. Carolina's ball on heaviest battalion sweep out upon the Lawrence Perry, Chas. Brickley and
The Rexall Druggist
and then, calmly and with grace, her own 40-yard line.
Ambs made field of battle with a boastful and one other who I am 2 modest 2 mendrop-kicked the ball thru the goal four; Snipes three and Holland took confident air, only to meet their Wa- tion. I can say this much for you
posts. It was a beautiful kick, as first down.
Ambs made 8 and terloo at the hands of a foe that was Sol, you can rite sum pretty good a ■
it rose and straightened out like an Snipes missed first down by an inch. lighter in weight but which was im- questions and answers in the papers.
arrow sailing thru space. The kick Clemson penalized 5 yards for off- bued with an indomitable courage I wunder if you could answer sum
Here thay are,
had enough force and guidance be- side play. Ambs was hurt on the that turned back their powerful questions for me.
hind it to have carried twenty yards next play and Brice replaced him. drives and drove their proud boasts take a shot: 1—How did you feel
dureing the first half Thurs.?
Brice, Snipes and Holland made eight down their throats.
farther.
2—What did you think when the
CAPTAIN EMMANUEL, who has yards between them and the period
referee said "gole" after Robby had
Two years ago eight hundred
been sick and unable to play most ended. Carolina's ball on Clemson's
kicked it? 3—Who told you that
loyal sons of Clemson were
Score: Carolina
of the season, had his wishes grat. fifteen-yard line.
you had the best football team in
forced to stand by and see their
ifled when the coaches yielded to his 0; Clemson 0.
S. C. anyhow? Now sol, when you
team go down in defeat at the
request and allowed him to enter
Fourth Quarter.
are answering these questions rehands of this same foe by the
Fourth Period: Snipes made first
the classic. Captain Emannuel ran
member that you are a gentleman
margin of one field goal made in
Carolina's ball
the team when the winning drop down by an inch.
and the Markis of Queensberry rules We Serve Regular Meals,
the first few minutes of play.
on Clemson's eight-yard line. Snipes
kick was scored.
prohibits profane language
Maybe
To these, above all others, the
and Brice failed in four downs to
this little pome will help sooth yure
Tigers latest triumph means rePies, Cakes, Sandwiches,
get
over
and
it
was
Clemson's
ball
on
Webb and Wray played effectively
ruffled feelings:
venge of the sweetest type. Yet
Turnipin the wing positions, and "Stone- their own one-yard line.
Ice Cream,
"Oh, somewhere bands are playing,
there is something in this victory
wall'' Jackson, with a shoulder sore seed punted 40 yards to Sizemore
And somewhere voices shout
which means far more than rewho
was
downed
in
his
tracks.
ClemIce Cold Milks,
as a boil, forgot all about pain and
But there is no joy in the chicken
venge.
threw his whole soul into the fight. son's line tightened and Snipes tried
roost
a
place
kick
from
the
28-yard
line
Soft Drinks,
He put up a good game. In fact,
For their feathers all are out."
THE HEART OF every son of
the whole team performed credita- but it failed. Clemson's ball on its
Well, Sol, I hope you won't feel
Fruits and Candies,
Clemson swells with pride when he
bly in the crisis. The eleven in- own 20-yard line. Turnipseed punt- learns of the valiant stand made by too bad over this, and here's to the
ed
60
yards
to
Holland
who
was
spired men fought like demons.
Hot Dogs a Speciality.
Tigers on the Fair Grounds Clemson Tigers, the fightingest foot' Pat" Harmon,
the former Co- downed in his tracks. Snipes on the the
Thursday. Every Tiger was fighting ball team in the whole universe.
first
play
made
40
yards
but
Carolina
Y. M. C. A. BASEMENT
lumbia high shcol star, made sevYours without a struggle, EGP.
to the very limit for every second ot
eral brilliant tackles and was among was offside. Carolina penalyzed 5 play They tell us—those who were
a
yards.
(Snipes
punted
30
yards
to
wmmm
the Clemson men who threw Caroe—that practically all of Carolina for
losses. Once Harmon Harmon who returned ten. Dotter. ther
Forward lna's first downs were made bare
rushed almost diagonally across the er replaced Turnipseed.
inches and that many of them
field and had a perfect pass from passes Zeigler to Harmon to Webb by
called
for close decisions This is
and
a
line
buck
made
first
down.
Turnipseed almost at his bosom, but
Clemson kept up the forward passes. simply more proof that the Tigeis
he dropped the ball, Only two men Robinson to Harmon made ten yards. didn't lick the best team m South
stood between him and the goal and Captain Emanuel went in for Webb. Carolina but merely that the best
We do not sell all the good
he was then in midfield.
Carolina's line held and Robinson team in South Carolina beat the
Special Attention Given
Good* in town, BUT what
GAME PLAY BY PLAY.
fumbled in an effort to drop kick
direst neriod: Carolina won the but recovered. Forward pass Robin- Gamecocks
WE DO SELL ABE GOOD.
to Ordering Athletic
tosTan/cnose to kick off, « son to Dotterer got four yards.
o • o
taking the west goaL
Wheeler Robinson kicked a field goal from
Georgia Tech is figuring on
Root Burns Cigam,
Goods—only two days
kicked to Harmon, who returned the 15-yard line.
easing up on Clemson according
Score, Clemson
Nnnnally's Candy,
15 yards to the 30-yard line. Rob- 3; Carolina 0.
to the Atlanta newspapers. This
required.
inson on the third play punted 70
much-vaunted Golden Tornado
Waterman Fountain Pens,
Williams replaced Captain Eman■yards to Carolina and Clemson re- uei
has been winning from the TiTurnipseed kicked
off for
Arrow Shirts and Collars,
gers with quite a bit of consistcovered on Carolina 10-jardli** Clemson 40 yards and Snipes reKnitted and Military Ties,
ency Why not turn the tables
Turnipseed made two V*jf a^™ turned ten. Harvey intercepted a
RACKETS RESTRUNG
Khaki Regulation Shirts
the next play fumbled _when U looked 30-yard Carolina pass. Clemson was
on them next Saturday? Notre
like a touchdown and Carolina re- penalized 15 yards for roughing.
Dame used their scrub backfleld
and Trousers.
SWEATERS
for practically the whole first
covered and put the ball in play on Woodson replaced Waite. Dotterer
Army Shoes, Special Made.
her 20-yard line. Snipes broke loose fumbled, Carolina recovering. A pass
half against them and so it is
WHITE
DUCKS
Bath Robes and Slippers.
plain to see that after all they
for 25 yards on the first play. Caro- Fulton to Meyer made 8 yards. The
BASKETBALL SHOES
Minimal Silk and Wool
lina could not gain and Snipes punt- game ended. Clemson 3; Carolina 0.
are only human though of course
ed 40 yards to Robinson who re
they are a great team. We go
Hose.
Line-TJp,
TENNIS RACKETS
record as saying that Tech won't
turned 25- yards
Clemson., ban on
Carolina
Clemson
have
an
easy
time
Saturday.
Waite
her own 45-yard line. RoD>nson_ Wray
LE.
Chappelle
punted over Carolina's goal.. Caro Shockley
LT.
McMillan
lina's ball on her own 20-yard line. Jackson
LG.
ON THE OTHER GRIDIRONS
Three Ss failed and Snipes punted
Wheeler
a.
Harvey
Lightsey
out of bounds on Clemson's 3 i yard Tennant
RG.
By Al T. Tude.
Simmons
Hne Two tries failed and Robinson Liightsey
RT.
nunted 40 yards. Carolina's ball on
Meyer
RE.
LAST WEEK there were two
Webb
Holland games played in this state affecting
SS vard line A Carolina back fum- Harmon
LHB.
ofed^on \he first down and Holland
Sizemore the state championship race. One
RHB.
Robinson
recovered. Clemson on the now Turnipseed
Parler of these, of course, was the TigerQB.
down was penalized 5 yards for off. Zeigler
Snipes Gamecock batle. The other was the
FB.
side Play- Snipes intercepted a
(Ga. Teeh) Presbyterian-Citadel game. Two of
PHOTOGRAPHER
Officials: Strupper,
Clemson forward pass on the 25- referee; Williams, (Virginia) um- the Palmetto State elevens went
Two Doors North of Blue Ridge Depot—Over Strand Th
?ard Hne. On the first down Caro- pire; Streit, (Auburn)
headlines- away to seek foreign foes, while one
ANDERSON, S. C.
Hna was penalized 15 yards for hold- man.
entertained a foreign foe within her
Good Work at Reasonable Prices
ing The period ended Clemson 0;
Goal from field, Robertson.
gates.
Photos 4x6 in Fine Folders $6 for Half Dozen.
$10.00 pei
>ozen.
CLEMSON 3; CAROLINA 0.
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